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ABSTRACT
Resilience building commonly focuses on attributes such as redundancy. Whilst this may be effective in some cases, provision of specific attributes does not guarantee resilient performance and research is required to determine the suitability of such approaches. This study uses 250 combined sewer system virtual case studies to explore the effects of two attribute-based interventions (increasing distributed storage and reducing imperviousness) on performance-based resilience measures. These are found to provide improvement in performance under system failure in the majority of case studies, but it is also shown that attribute-based intervention development can result in reduced resilience.

INTRODUCTION
Improving the resilience of urban infrastructure is a topic of current interest and great importance. It is recognised that an increasingly uncertain future will bring many challenges, including climate change and population growth amongst other known and unknown threats (Butler et al. 2016), and that systems need to be able to combat (i.e. absorb, adapt to or rapidly recover from) such disruptive events (Francis & Bekera 2014). As such, there is a growing body of research into the resilience of urban infrastructure systems, including, for example, transport (e.g. Jaroszewski et al. 2014), power distribution (e.g. Mureddu et al. 2016), water distribution (e.g. Diao et al. 2016) and urban drainage (e.g. Mugume et al. 2015). This paper focuses on efforts to increase the resilience of urban drainage systems, since these are vital if acceptable levels of flood protection are to be maintained and the consequences of any floods occurring under extreme conditions minimised (Mugume et al. 2015).

Whilst there are common themes across the research, many definitions, assessment frameworks and metrics exist for resilience exist (Francis & Bekera 2014). This study uses the resilience definition of Butler et al. (2016): ‘the degree to which the system minimises level of service failure magnitude and duration over its design life when subject to exceptional conditions’ (Butler et al. 2016).

Based on this definition, assessment of resilience requires knowledge of performance under threats. In reality, modelling performance is not always feasible and provision of specific attributes (e.g. redundancy) may be assumed to provide resilience. However, provision of attributes purported to provide resilience might not guarantee resilient performance. Whilst it has been shown to in some cases (Mugume et al. 2015; Diao et al. 2016), drawing conclusions from the results of individual investigations is questionable (Moederl et al. 2011) and may result in erroneous conclusions that are not applicable to other systems (Jolly et al. 2014).

Due to limited data availability, it may not be possible to evaluate strategies in a large number of real world case studies (Sitzenfrei et al. 2010), but virtual case studies (VCSs) provide a useful alternative and enable a wider analysis without the need for extensive case study data.

The influence of a range of system attributes on performance has been explored previously using VCSs (Moederl et al. 2012); however, there is still the need for a better understanding of the relationship between system attributes and resilience. This study, therefore, uses 250 combined sewer network VCSs to explore the effects of two ‘attribute-based’ interventions on performance-based measures of resilience. These are interventions that provide a system with attributes that are believed may increase resilience – in this case, increased storage capacity and reduced imperviousness – but do not have proven effects on resilience across a wide range of systems.
METHODS

Virtual case studies

Performance-based measures of resilience are calculated for 250 VCSs with catchment areas of 772–8,293 hectares. These are produced using an algorithmic VCS generator (Moederl et al. 2009), which uses an adapted Galton–Watson branching process to generate dendritic sewer system layouts and designs the components according to standard values. Tanks are sited in the network using a probabilistic approach, where the probability of a tank being located at each node is based on the impervious surface area of the corresponding subcatchment. Pipe diameters are designed based on the runoff and cross-section flow, assuming a specified mean velocity in the pipes. Two example VCSs are shown in Figure 1. Total sewer pipe lengths are in the range 21–366 km and, before intervention, mean catchment imperviousness is in the range 41.5–53.2% and systems contain 4–54 tanks. In each VCS, the base case rainfall for simulation is a 15 min duration event with a return period of 1 year in an alpine region (Moederl et al. 2009). All VCSs are modelled using SWMM 5.1 (Rossman 2015).

Resilience assessment

The global resilience analysis (GRA) methodology (Mugume et al. 2015; Diao et al. 2016) is chosen for assessment of resilience, since this provides performance-based, quantitative measures and captures the effects of a wide range of potential system failure magnitudes without the need for scenario development. GRA involves calculation of the performance under increasing system failure magnitudes and generation of response curves (performance as a function of system failure magnitude). The area under each response curve then provides a performance-based indicator of resilience to the corresponding system failure mode.

Two failure modes are considered in this study: a) pipe failure and b) change in rainfall intensity (due to change in depth or duration of a rainfall event). These enable calculation of specified resilience: in this case, ‘resilience to pipe failure’ and ‘resilience to change in rainfall intensity’. Note that other failure modes exist and these specified resilience values may not be representative of the systems’ general resilience (i.e. resilience to anything), which cannot be assessed quantitatively using existing performance-based methodologies.

Pipe failure may refer to a collapse or blockage, both of which can result in flooding and are, therefore, issues for concern (Kellagher et al. 2009). Future change in rainfall patterns and magnitudes resulting from climate change are also a widely acknowledged challenge to the functioning of drainage systems.

For pipe failure, the percentage of pipes in the network that have failed represents the system failure magnitude and values of 0, 5…95, 100% are evaluated to estimate the response curve. These figures refer to the number of pipes that have failed and are not length weighted. Given that there are multiple combinations of pipes that could constitute failure of a given percentage of pipes in the system, 100 pipe failure combinations are randomly generated and simulated for each pipe failure magnitude (except for 0% and 100%, where only one combination is possible). This sample size is found to be sufficient to achieve convergence in both the smallest and largest VCSs whilst not being prohibitively computationally demanding. This

Figure 1 | Example VCSs; additional tanks provided in intervention 1 are circled.
method does not necessarily capture the most probable pipe failure combinations, for example those that might result from cascading failures (although they may be present in the random combinations). However, GRA is not a probability-based method: instead, it aims to capture the potential response to any system failure magnitude, irrespective of its probability. Specific pipe failure scenarios of interest would need to be investigated separately.

Pipe failure is modelled in SWMM by increasing the Manning’s roughness coefficient, n, of the corresponding pipe to 100, which reduces the conveyance of flow sufficiently to simulate failure (Mugume et al. 2015). Repair or unblocking of failed pipes within the period of flooding is not considered as the time taken to do so is dependent on many factors such as the nature of the failure, accessibility and time to detection. In some cases, repair or unblocking may not be feasible until after any flooding has subsided. However, the effect of response and recovery strategies on resilience to pipe failure is an important topic that could be explored in further investigations.

For change in rainfall intensity, changes due to change in either depth or duration of a fixed rainfall pattern are considered independently. This does not capture every possible event, as depth and duration could change simultaneously and different rainfall patterns may be observed in the future. However, it captures a wide range of possibilities, including extreme events as necessary for assessment of resilience. The base case rainfall event has an intensity of 15.9 mm/hour, and intensity multiplication factors of 0, 0.5 – 9.5, 10.0 are used in the GRA. This enables the effects of both reduction and increase in rainfall intensity for a fixed period event to be captured, irrespective of the return period of the new events. The intensity changes are achieved firstly by adjusting the depth of the base case rainfall time series only (i.e. applying a multiplier of 0, 0.5 – 9.5, 10.0 to the depth at each time step) and secondly by adjusting the duration of the base case rainfall time series only (i.e. applying a multiplier of 1/0.5 – 1/9.5, 1/10.0 to the duration of each time step; note that an intensity of 0 cannot be achieved by adjusting the duration only).

Whilst the maximum system failure magnitudes specified (100% pipe failure and a rainfall intensity of 10 times the base case) may seem incredibly unlikely, they are theoretically possible and, therefore, it is important that they are captured if the resilience assessment is to be comprehensive.

Under each system failure type and magnitude, total flood volume ($V_{TF}$), flood duration ($t_f$) and Res$_0$ (Equation (1) (Mugume et al. 2015)) are calculated, enabling three response curves to be plotted (as in the ‘Results and discussion’ section, Figure 3).

$$\text{Res}_0 = 1 - \frac{V_{TF}}{V_{TF}} \times \frac{t_f}{t_n}$$  (1)

where $V_{TF}$ is the total inflow to the system and $t_n$, the simulation duration.

For pipe failure, the mean response at each pipe failure magnitude (based on the 100 samples) is used. For change in rainfall intensity, the mean response at each intensity is used (based on manipulation of rainfall depth and duration independently). Total flood volume is the sum of flood volume at every node in the system and flood duration is the total duration during which at least one node in the system is flooded. These values should be minimised, hence a reduction in the area under their response curves represents an improvement in performance. Res$_0$ incorporates flood volume and duration to provide a performance measure in the range 0–1 for each system failure magnitude. Given that Res$_0$ incorporates the key elements of resilience (flood volume and duration), the area under the Res$_0$ response curve can be considered a single, performance-based indicator for resilience. A Res$_0$ value of 1 is obtained if no flooding is observed; therefore, if the system failure magnitude is normalised (necessary as the maximum system failure magnitude differs between failure modes), the area under the Res$_0$ response curve will be in the range 0–1, with a value of 1 indicating a high degree of resilience to the given system failure mode.

Interventions

Two attribute-based interventions to increase resilience in the VCS combined sewer systems are considered:

1. Increase distributed storage
2. Reduce impervious surface area.

Provision of additional storage capacity is a traditional flood control measure that increases redundancy or flexibility (Mugume et al. 2015), both of which are considered attributes of a resilient system (Cabinet Office 2011; Hassler & Kohler 2014; Mugume et al. 2015). Spatially distributed, upstream storage is selected for investigation here as this provides effective flow regulation (Tao et al. 2014) and has previously been found to provide greater improvement in resilience than centralised storage (Mugume et al. 2015).

Distributed storage is provided in the VCSs by adding sufficient tanks to reduce the mean catchment area per
tank to 400 ha (hence, intervention 1 is only applied to the VCSs where this level of storage is not currently provided). All additional tanks are 2,000 m³, which is approximately equal to the smallest tank in the base case VCSs, and are located at nodes with the greatest flood area (identified iteratively following addition of each tank) and at least one upstream connection. This may not be the most effective design and it is recognised that greater benefit may be achieved from more appropriately located and sized tanks; however, whilst there have been studies on the sizing and placement of storage tanks (e.g. Li et al. 2015; Duan et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017), there is no standard for determining the required location and capacities of storage facilities within a sewer network (Lim et al. 2014) and to enable comparison of the VCSs, interventions must be applied to each in the same manner. Whilst not providing optimum designs, the chosen approach facilitates a simple evaluation of the effectiveness of distributed storage in a wide range of case studies.

Two example VCSs, with application of intervention 1 illustrated, are shown in Figure 1.

For intervention 2, a 10% reduction in imperviousness is applied uniformly to every subcatchment in each VCS (e.g. 80% imperviousness would be reduced to 80 × 0.9 = 72%). Disconnection of up to 50% of impervious surface areas has been assumed as a likely upper bound in other studies (Environment Agency 2013), but 10% is selected here as a more easily achievable (and, therefore, more likely) catchment-wide figure. The reduction in imperviousness is applied as percentage reduction instead of disconnection of a specific area to ensure that the results for all VCSs are comparable on a like-for-like basis, given that each VCS has a different catchment area.

Performance-based resilience indicators are recalculated as above for VCSs with interventions, enabling the effects of attribute-based interventions on performance under system failure to be analysed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Base case attribute and resilience relationships

Figure 2 shows the area under the $Res_0$ response curve, mean catchment area per storage tank and mean catchment imperviousness for each VCS before intervention. The strong negative correlation between resilience to rainfall intensity change and mean catchment area per storage tank (Figure 2(a), triangles, $r^2 = 0.73$) suggests that increasing distributed storage (intervention 1) is likely to provide an increase in resilience. This theory is supported by previous analysis of the VCSs (Moderl et al. 2015) which found the number of tanks to have a significant influence on flooding performance. Resilience to pipe failure also tends to be higher in systems with more distributed storage (Figure 2(a), crosses); however, the correlation here is weaker ($r^2 = 0.51$), suggesting that intervention 1 may provide less consistent benefit with respect to performance under pipe failure.

There is no clear correlation between mean imperviousness (Figure 2(b)) and either resilience measure calculated ($r^2 = 0.00$ for resilience to rainfall intensity change, $r^2 = 0.03$ for resilience to pipe failure). This shows that the mean catchment imperviousness of a combined sewer system provides no indication of its resilience. However, this does not mean that change in imperviousness (as

![Figure 2](https://iwaponline.com/wst/article-pdf/77/6/1757/243061/wst077061757.pdf)
provided by intervention 2) cannot be a reliable, attribute-based approach to increasing resilience, irrespective of its initial level.

Whilst there are some similarities in the ranking of the VCSs for resilience to pipe failure and resilience to rainfall intensity change (as measured by the area under the corresponding $R_{E_0}$ response curves) under base case conditions, there is only a weak correlation ($r^2 = 0.28$). VCS 230, for example, has the highest resilience to pipe failure and is ranked 4th for resilience to rainfall intensity change, whereas VCS 2 has the 4th highest resilience to pipe failure but is only ranked 100th (out of 250) for resilience to rainfall intensity change. This suggests that attributes that provide resilience to one failure mode may not necessarily be beneficial with respect to others. This seems plausible as storage capacity for an upstream subcatchment with very high runoff, for example, may provide resilience to change in rainfall intensity but comparatively little benefit with respect to resilience to pipe failure if it is upstream of the majority of the pipes in the system.

**Effects of attribute-based interventions**

Response curves for an example VCS under increased rainfall, with and without intervention, are provided in Figure 3. This shows that, in this system, both interventions provide consistent improvement in all performance measures under a range of rainfall intensities, although the benefit provided by intervention 1 is greater.

Figure 4 shows the effects of the attribute-based interventions on performance-based measures of resilience for each VCS (area under the $R_{E_0}$ response curve, with system failure magnitude normalised), and Figure 5 provides an overview of the range of benefits of each intervention in terms of its effects on flood volume, flood duration and $R_{E_0}$ under each failure mode. In Figure 5, a positive ‘improvement’ value corresponds to a reduction in the area under the flood duration and flood volume response curves and an increase in the area under the $R_{E_0}$ response curve.

These show that intervention 1 provides the greatest potential benefit with respect to $R_{E_0}$ performance under rainfall intensity change (maximum 33.3% and minimum 4.1% improvement in area under $R_{E_0}$ response curve). Intervention 2 is able to provide a similar level of improvement (maximum 32.9% improvement), but the median improvement is significantly lower than for intervention 1 (5.7% compared to 14.9%) and in some cases it provides negligible change in the $R_{E_0}$ response. The higher minimum and median improvement provided by intervention 1, however, may be attributed to the fact that intervention 1 was only applied to VCSs with an initially low level of distributed storage (i.e. those where greatest benefit would be expected), whereas intervention 2 was applied to all VCSs. Despite the high variability in the level of improvement shown in Figure 5, it is clear from Figure 4(b) and 4(d) that, with respect to performance under rainfall intensity change, both interventions provide the greatest benefit in VCSs with initially low resilience. This suggests that increasing distributed storage and reducing imperviousness are both effective, attribute-based interventions for combined sewer systems with low resilience to rainfall intensity change, and would be expected to provide significant improvement in the $R_{E_0}$ performance indicator under a range of rainfall intensity magnitudes.

![Figure 3](https://iwaponline.com/wst/article-pdf/77/6/1757/243061/wst077061757.pdf)
With respect to the $Res_0$ response to pipe failure, intervention 2 provides the greatest and most consistent improvement, although in all cases this improvement is small (a maximum increase of 4.0% is achieved under intervention 2, compared with 1.5% under intervention 1). Intervention 2 also provides improvement in every case study, whereas intervention 1 has a (very small) negative effect in four. Analysis of the components of $Res_0$ (i.e. flood volume and duration) also shows that intervention 2 provides significantly greater reduction in flood volume than intervention 1 (median improvements of 9.6% and 1.8% respectively). This may be attributed to the different hydraulic effects of each intervention, as intervention 1 only provides retention of runoff in the system (i.e. it does
not reduce the total volume of water in the system) whilst intervention 2 reduces the total volume of runoff entering the system.

It cannot be concluded more generally from these results that reducing imperviousness provides greater benefit than increasing distributed storage, since the magnitude of improvement will be dependent on the magnitude of imperviousness reduction or level of storage provided. Furthermore, all VCSs studied have a dendritic structure and, hence, no opportunity for flow re-routing under pipe failure, so the benefits observed here may be smaller than in systems with a different structure. Importantly, however, the results do demonstrate that increasing distributed storage may not always provide positive results. Such negative effects may be attributed to, for example, the synchronisation of peak flows resulting from poor storage tank design and location.

Whilst both interventions typically provide an improvement in the Res response to either failure mode, analysis of the effects on flood magnitude and flood duration separately in Figure 5 shows that there are trade-offs and the benefits of neither intervention are universal.

Both interventions typically result in an increase in flood duration under pipe failure (observed in 78% of VCSs under intervention 1, 99% under intervention 2), although the volume of these floods is reduced. This finding is unexpected, as Mugume et al. (2015) found distributed storage to reduce both flood duration and volume when analysing the drainage system of Kampala; however, it is a good illustration of why conclusions cannot be drawn from a single case study. The acceptability of both interventions will, therefore, depend on whether an extended flood duration is considered an acceptable trade-off for a smaller flood coverage.

The increase in flood duration as a result of increasing distributed storage in the system may be explained by the increased attenuation provided: this may cause flooding at some nodes to occur at a later time than previously, therefore resulting in an increase in total time for which floods are present in the system (even if the duration of flooding at individual nodes is reduced). Similarly, the change in catchment imperviousness may alter the time at which flooding at some nodes occurs, resulting in a greater total flood duration for the system.

Under rainfall intensity change, both interventions provide an improvement in the flood duration response in at least 98% of VCSs. Intervention 2 also provides a reduction in flood volume in every VCS, but intervention 1 results in an increase in flood volume in 14% of VCSs.

These results show that, whilst both distributed storage provision and imperviousness reduction tend to be considered beneficial when a single resilience indicator, Res, is considered, some negative effects are likely: both actions are expected to result in an increase in flood duration under pipe failure and, in some systems, increasing distributed storage may also increase flood volume under rainfall intensity change.

CONCLUSIONS

This study explores, with a large set of examples, the effects of two attribute-based interventions on the resilience of combined sewer systems to pipe failure and rainfall intensity change. The results demonstrate the following:

- Implementation of attribute-based interventions can provide improved resilience in the majority of cases; however, improvement may only be small and positive results are not guaranteed.
- In systems with initially low resilience to rainfall intensity change, increasing distributed storage and reducing imperviousness are both effective interventions and can be expected to provide a significant overall improvement under a range of rainfall magnitudes.
- Achieving notable improvement in resilience to pipe failure with the attribute-based interventions studied is challenging.
- Application of attribute-based interventions may result in trade-offs: whilst improving a single, combined resilience indicator, increasing distributed storage and reducing imperviousness both typically result in an increase in flood duration under pipe failure. Increasing distributed storage can also increase flood volume under rainfall intensity change.

Limitations of this study include the simplistic approach to intervention design and the need to select a single base case rainfall event for evaluation of resilience to pipe failure. Improved intervention design and combination of interventions may increase the success rate of attribute-based interventions, and evaluation of the effects of pipe failure under more extreme and longer-duration rainfall events would also yield greater evidence of the effectiveness (or otherwise) of these interventions. Analysis of additional case studies, not produced using the virtual case study generator, would also provide additional support to the conclusions.
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